
BRINGING THE STATE

CLOSER TO PEOPLE

And, tell me, what use is the ship-of-state if all are not on board?

-From Tijan M. Sallah, The State (1996)

P EOPLE ARE THE MEANS AND THE END OF DEVELOP- ment, business, and civic organizations, can also enhance
ment. But they have different amounts of power their supply. But effective citizen involvement does not

and resources, and different interests, all of which the state come easily. One lesson of many such experiments is that
must try to represent and respond to if it is to act effec- effective participation requires enlightened government
tively. In nearly all societies the needs and preferences of intervention, including improving the institutional envi-
the wealthy and powerful are well reflected in official pol- ronment in which social and human capital is created.
icy goals and priorities. But this is rarely true of the poor There is another important lesson: bringing govern-
and the marginalized, who struggle to get their voices ment closer to some people can risk taking it even fur-
heard in the corridors of power. As a result, these and other ther away from others. Not all organizations of civil society
less vocal groups tend to be ill served by public policies and are adequately accountable, either to their own members or
services, even those that should benefit them most. to the public at large. And although some groups may be

A state that ignores the needs of large sections of the quite vocal, the interests they represent may not be widely
population in setting and implementing policy is not a shared. In reaching out to groups in civil society, govern-
capable state. And even with the best will in the world, ment must be conscious of the interests those groups rep-
government is unlikely to meet collective needs efficiently resent, but also of those they do not. Otherwise its inter-
if it does not know what many of those needs are. Rein- vention risks creating new disparities between the newly
vigorating public institutions must, then, begin by bring- enfranchised and those whose voices remain unheard:
ing government closer to the people. That means bringing women and ethnic groups, for example, or people whose
popular voice into policymaking: opening up ways for interests have not been adopted by an active NGO.
individual users, private sector organizations, and other Some of the same concerns arise with regard to decen-
groups in civil society to have their say. In the right set- tralization. Carefully managed, decentralization can do
ting, it can also mean greater decentralization of govern- much to improve state capability, creating pressures for
ment power and resources. better matching of government services to local prefer-

This chapter discusses a wide range of mechanisms to ences, strengthening local accountability, and supporting
ensure that policies and programs better reflect the full local economic development. But there are pitfalls: policy-
panoply of society's interests. Informing and responding makers in central government may lose control over the
to citizens will raise the state's effectiveness by improv- macroeconomy as a result of uncoordinated local deci-
ing monitoring of public goods and services and forcing sions, and regional disparities can widen, exacerbating
greater transparency in decisionmaking. Encouraging economic and social tensions. Local governments can fall
wider participation in the design and delivery of these under the sway of particular interests, leading to abuse
goods and services, through partnerships among govern- of state power and even less responsive and accountable
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government. The message, here as elsewhere, is that bring- formance of some state institutions is falling short of ex-
ing government closer to the people will only be effective pectations (Box 7.1).
if it is part of a larger strategy for improving the institu-
tional capability of the state. Electoral participation

In a democratic society elections are the primary manifes-
Greater accountability and responsiveness tation of citizen voice. The number of democratically
through participation elected governments has increased sharply in recent
Throughout history nearly all societies have grappled with decades, giving many citizens new opportunities to voice
how to make the state reflect the needs and interests of the their opinions through the ballot. In 1974 only 39 coun-
population. But it is an especially relevant question today, tries-one in every four worldwide-were democratic.
with the spread of education and information and the Today 117 countries-nearly two in three-use open
growing pluralism of nations creating new pressures on elections to choose their national leadership, and two-
states to listen and respond to the voices of their citizens. thirds of the adult population in developing countries are
A sample of public opinion around the world suggests eligible to participate in national elections (Figure 7.1).
that belief in government remains solid, but that the per- The trend is especially striking in Central and Eastern

Box 7.1 Public opinion and the state

V_ie%%s on the stare var ' kc-delv. reflcring perecpuollns of In Latin Ainerica 6i Percent ocitizrni bchie%e chat
v.id-ranging political and economc' ariables. To ass&s the staie should inuer.ene to reduce income difference.
these perceptionis and concerns. public opinion sur'evs berssecr rich. and poor. Latin ALmericaan respondent;
have been carried our in Varous Countries and regions,. also re,ard a, cri tcal the gororncnt s role in main-
For o:arnple. a 1991-92 SIJsure found hait 4'i percent cainini., laxi and order, but ol; percen[ haxe lirtle or no
of respondentLs tn he United Kingdom. sad 44 percentr cu.,nildence in che ludiciarv or che police f;ree. Onh, 2s
in the Uiited StreIs, felt excluded from public decision- percenc base some contilenc in tl chee insLmuions.
malking thar directly affected their lives. E[en sc., rati- TIiesc results closelk- mirror the concerns voiced b!
faction with the waY Lhcir democracies are dekclopiing is the region's entrepreneurs in the urvne) reported in
relarivels high in WCestern Europe anld North Anmerica. Chapter i
ranging frcm )-i4 to 64 percent of respondents. B3 con- In Indi3 a 1996 sunev found that. despite strong:
tract. in Latin &Arnerica and thc transition economnies ct support for the democratic ~vsitni. v-oter trust in their
Easrern Europe only 311 to -I) percent of respondenrt rcpresentatives ha, falleni sine ItV-] Trust in so:me
report being satisfied %ith the n a%' theil deuin.c raoc Jice publiL iflluinU1:1 ato d' lo l.' . panic ularl.% Eli police
working. In Latin Arnmeric3 lis negateiptrception may 28 percent' and the bureaucrac% 0Y pcenri. Still
be related to the fiac t[hat 52 percent of reiponden,c in a the poII founid strong popular partcipiipaon and
nMelve-nation surtev felt thar the administratuon ofJle- innol i nient in politics: rhe number of respondents
tions in heir countrn i,as tfraudulent. %kho said they p.articmpirtd in a social organization or

In Furope public support for the state and its serx ices political parr- doubled bens cen 1 0- I and I 10o.
has been consiktentld strong sinct the 07t)QS. in 1990l In contrast to Europe. Latin America. and to some
lar,e mapjorities-morerhan -0percent-inis_etern\'t:st- e\.rint A'ia., where statist traditions remain strong, in
ern European nalions still belieted rhir the gosernmienr thi Linited Straes ,IJ percent of respundenrs in a recenlt
should prov%ide health care, sern ices ro the elerly, aid to poll said they mistru-szted tile government becaus ot irt
the unemployed. and assistante to industn. as well as perceived inefficiteny and wkaste. In addition. ptublic
reduce income differences. A 199') poll across the fifteen ouppoir for %kelfare programs. particularly targeted wel-
countries of the European LUnio.n found that 51 percent fare spcndin . hai dejined. A 1003 poll found that
of cirizens believe their governments ,hould maintain onls one-soarh of Americans thought thar the w%elfarc
current social benefits and protection lecels. compared sv.rem wa-s working vets %%ell or fairly %%cll. and in
with 12 percent who think they should bc cur consider- 1905 tvwo-hirds Ehought thit too much as ,beino
ablh- tr enhance ET competitiveness sin orld marlker.. spent on wkelfare programis.
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Figure 7.1 The world has become much more democratic since 1980
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Europe and Central Asia, where the fall of communist democracies in the 1980s shows that women's parliamen-
regimes in 1989 and 1991 sparked a series of major polit- tary representation and voter turnout are higher in systems
ical changes across the region. These events had repercus- based on proportional representation than in winner-take-
sions in other regions as well, particularly in Sub-Saharan all systems. Where women are better represented in par-
Africa. In Latin America the gradual movement toward liament, their interests are better protected, through poli-
democracy started somewhat earlier. Now all but two cies relating to maternity leave, child care, and flexibility
countries in the region have democratically elected gov- in retirement systems. This suggests caution in making
ernments, and close to 13,000 units of local government simple generalizations about the representativeness of for-
are electing local leaders (such as mayors), compared with mal electoral arrangements: it is important to analyze how
fewer than 3,000 in the late 1970s. they play out in practice.

The principle of one person, one vote is fundamental
to the representative purpose of elections. Without the Diversity and representation
necessary safeguards, however, political interference and Concern about the effects of majoritarian rule has some-
electoral fraud can seriously affect representativeness and, times led to changes in electoral arrangements to ensure
thus, the legitimacy of electoral outcomes. As Box 7.1 adequate representation of minority groups. As the num-
noted, for instance, a majority of poll respondents in ber of ethnic conflicts around the world attests, the belief
twelve Latin American countries felt that the administra- of certain groups that they are being left behind-in terms
tion of elections was fraudulent in their country; only 30 of income, assets, or employment-can be a powerful
to 40 percent felt satisfied with the way democracy was source of frustration. This can spill over into direct con-
working. Constitutional and institutional arrangements, flict if the lagging groups lack adequate means of repre-
compounded by inadequate information, also affect the senting their concerns. Political elites who mirror ethnic
ability of minority interests to gain effective representa- differences in competing for power and distributing
tion. For example, a study of a number of European patronage will add fuel to the fire. In the conremporary
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world, states play a significant part in shaping ethnic rela-
tions through two related channels: Box 7.2 Managing multiethnic societies in

Malaysia and Mauritius
U The expansion of political authority enables states to

create a competitive arena for the distribution of state Ethnic divisions in Nlala%ssil ha%e cheir rootr in [he
resources and access to education, employment, land, colonial period. --hen Ligt. numbers cf erhnic Chli-
and credit. nese and lndians immisrateld o take obs and conm-

* The extension of political patronage, whether for ad- mercial o.pporrunities that v.ere not being tilled by
ministrative convenience or for enhanced control, lets the laigely agrarian narive Mala3is I hule.,p1irpii. 'The
governments favor certain ethnic groups over others. l9 C Constltriotu enshrined consociauional princi-

ples. achieved Through e\tensive ncgotiaiioni amono
Ethnic differences and conflicts are a part of most soci- the major groups. fn 1'9-1. ho%sever. the ne,% parla-

eties, yet some societies have managed them better than ment passed a constiutuional amcndment that firmly
others. Techniques for alleviating such pressures have established MlaJa]v primacy. The amendnienr made
included dispersing the "points of power" (decentraliza- it illegal to cluestion publick or cven in Parliament
tion or devolution), supporting electoral arrangements the status ot is¶alay language. [he so%creignry of the
that encourage cooperation among ethnic groups (elec- MllaLiv rulers. che spccial position of Nialays ur The
toral incentives and coalitions), and giving preferences to cirizenship right. of rhe inimiiranr conirnunines
less privileged ethnic groups in public sector employment This ruling dhanged [he character of electoral canm-
and other areas. Box 7.2 describes how constitutional paigns. since parties could no longer gain votes b.,
change and preferential policies were used in Malaysia and aroubinrg ethntc inaoonisnis.
Mauritius. By looking at some of the basic rules of the A second uiitiarisc. the Neiv Economic Pro.grain
game, including elements of the political or institutional I I)-O-9u . boosted the economic position of
structure, both countries seem to have found a way to Nlila s. The program had rtvo miiin element.. The
manage ethnic differences effectively. firs.t was Thle promotion of full. producti% emplov-

ment of Nlalays and an cxpansion of [he smpply
Alternative strategiesfor voice andparticipation of skilled Nlalav la-.-r. Preferentill uni.-cr.i-N
Voting rules and electoral incentives can be reformed to adnmiisions -trndlrds for Nlala...- almost tripled
make them more representative, but the simple fact that cheir enrolnlment. to three-quarters of the Total. The
elections and referendums are held relatively infrequently second wxas the gradual redistribution of asset owvn-
(Switzerland is an exception, with an average of five local ership. The gtocernrmenr made it clear that it tsould
referendums each year since 1945) limits their scope for nor confiscate Chinese economruic , ealth, but that it
communicating timely information about societal prefer- Would promot[e Nlkla- participation in a grouving
ences. In most societies, democratic or not, citizens seek economY. Strong growth allksed non-Nlala s to
representation of their interests beyond the ballot: as tax- continue To gain x; hile the Nev. Economic Pro-
payers, as users of public services, and increasingly as gram ensured that the growih v'.oull be ,hared by
clients or members of NGOs and voluntary associations. all cltizcni.
Against a backdrop of competing social demands, rising Nlaurivius ha. at least threc maior ethnic :Toups-:

expectations, and variable government performance, these Indo-Mlaurii.mn., Creoles. and (Chinese. The de-
expressions of voice and participation are on the rise. si wners of the elecrorll ..-. em ansiou. to avoid cre-

The rapid growth of NGOs illustrates the trend most scin inscirlniinv rhit ij,-hr evacerbare rbe coun-
vividly. Since the late 1980s the number of NGOs oper- rn-'s crhniic divisions. strucrured the systern to force
ating in parts of Africa and Asia has almost doubled. In the miain parties lo seek support tronm all communi-
Central and Eastern Europe and the CIS the number of ties. lMoreo%cr. Nlauritian governmenlts have gener-
NGOs may have increased three- or fourfold from its very ally .hosen hbroadc-based growth and distriburion
low base of 1989. In some countries of the OECD, oper- policies oier ethnic pretrereces. Fornmal preferences
ating expenditures in the voluntary or NGO sector now in emplov rent and ii education ha%e never been
account for almost 4 percent of GDP. u)ed. And All go'etnmenr. s;nce independence hav.e

NGOs have myriad organizational forms and func- had to form multethnic coalition, in order to
tions, from labor unions to professional associations to assume and maintain po'xer. Gro%kth k..ith rediicri-
neighborhood groups to philanthropic trusts. Among the bution has tnrcded ro blunt the appeal of communal
most active NGOs today are those providing services politics.
directly to individuals and communities, from health and
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education to microcredit, vocational training, and profes- have had a direct impact on this isolated community. The
sional services. In the OECD countries many NGOs committee has an elected executive board consisting of
operate alongside public providers. In Japan and the members from each part of the village; villagers rank it as
United Kingdom, for example, a large percentage of non- the most relevant and effective organization in the village.
profit organizations are active in education. In the United Similar locally based organizations include rotating credit
States they figure prominently in health care. But unlike associations, farmers' associations, worker cooperatives,
public providers, most NGOs are not obliged to cater to parent-teacher associations, and even religious congrega-
the general needs of the population; this makes it simpler tions. These associations are valuable not only for their
for them to provide services of a particular type and qual- ability to meet basic needs, but also for the role they play
ity to specific groups. in building trust and a sense of public connectedness

In most developing countries NGOs engaged in ser- among those excluded or alienated from the formal politi-
vice delivery are small in scale, working in communities cal process. But organizations such as these also face limi-
and settings where the reach of government or private tations, induding narrowness of membership and repre-
providers is weak or nonexistent. In the West Bank and sentation, limited management capacity, and the risk of
Gaza, for example, an estimated 1,200 NGOs provide 60 co-option by traditional power holders or political factions.
percent of primary health care services, up to half of sec-
ondary and tertiary health care, and most agricultural ser- The institutional basis of participation
vices, low-cost housing schemes, and microcredit. In The depth and intensity of popular collective activity
Cambodia some thirty to forty NGOs provide micro- obviously differ by social and institutional setting. One
credit to rural and urban entrepreneurs in the absence of explanation for these differences lies in differing endow-
alternative government programs for poverty alleviation. ments of social capital, the informal rules, norms, and
The numerical importance of these NGOs reflects their long-term relationships that facilitate coordinated action
ability to substitute for weak public sector capacity and to and enable people to undertake cooperative ventures for
mobilize funds from a range of different sources, includ- mutual advantage. The presence of rules conducive to
ing national and international organizations. social organization can improve the collective efficiency

Yet not all NGOs are involved in the delivery of ser- of a community, but the absence of such rules is not nec-
vices. Many others are research and civic education essarily a permanent condition. They can be generated
groups, advocacy organizations, and professional and busi- by participation itself, and here governments and other
ness associations that represent particular interests or seek formal organizations such as labor unions can play a pos-
to educate the public about issues in their collective inter- itive role. Government efforts to improve the manage-
est. The Socio-Ecological Union in Belarus, for example, ment of irrigation systems in Taiwan (China) and the
is actively engaged in public education about industrial Philippines, for example, have yielded numerous collec-
pollution and its consequences. The West Africa Enter- tive responses from farmers in managing operations and
prise Network is a business-oriented network, with some maintenance and in collecting water user fees. By accept-
300 members from twelve nations, representing the inter- ing co-management of water resources by farmers, public
ests of domestic entrepreneurs in dealings with govern- officials achieved a substantial improvement in irrigation
ment. In many countries trade unions play an important management. In the state of Ceara in northeastern Brazil
role in generating and disseminating information on labor (see Box 5.7 in Chapter 5), community monitoring of an
and policy-related issues. The growth of these intermedi- innovative government health program provided the basis
ary organizations reflects the larger movement toward not only for a highly successful program but also for more
democracy in many regions and, in some countries, the effective cooperation among community members on
need to bridge the "missing middle" between citizens and other mutually beneficial courses of action.
the state. Unlike the electoral process, however, where all The debate about the contribution of social capital to
votes are counted equally, not all these organizations are economic and social development is just beginning, and
equally representative, either of their clients' interests or of the early evidence is by no means unambiguous. But some
the public interest more broadly. studies are already demonstrating its potential impact on

Most intermediary NGOs tend to be one step removed local economic development, on the provision of local
from ordinary citizens; by contrast, grassroots organiza- public goods, and on the performance of public agencies
tions, community-based groups, and people's organizations (Box 7.3).
engage them directly. In Umu-Itodo, a village in Enugu The social mechanisms that constitute social capital and
State, Nigeria, for instance, the Community Development the myriad forms of more formal nongovernmental activity
Committee formed in 1986 has been responsible for directly reflect the heterogeneity of needs and preferences in
numerous development and infrastructure projects that society. At the same time there are no guarantees that these
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Box 7.3 Does social capital matter?

A study of regional government in Italr during the justed incomes per capica than do households in vil-
1970s and 1980s found that although political and lages with low levels of social capital. When other non-
econiomic failures were widespread. some regional gov- social capital determinants are controlled for, there also
ernments, partcularly those in the north, had per- appears to be a strong correlation between a village's
formed well. Northern regional governments were well-being and its level of social capital. This result
notable for developing innovative day care programs points to importanr psillover effects at the village level
and job training centers. promoting investment and arising fronm Individual participationi in local associa-
economic development, managing the public's busi- tions and groups. Although no general conclusions
ness efficiently, and satisfring their constiuents. could be drawn about the impact of social capital on
Regional governments in the south, by contrast, government performance. the studs points ro a nuin-
showed much weaker responsiveness and performance. ber of important linkages, including a positive associa-
The study attributed the better performance of norrh- rion between social capital and rhe quldJity of local
ern governments to the external pressures created by schooling (see figure). The implication is that where
dense netvorks of civic associations and citiren parents can organize to mnonitor and pressure local gov-
involvement in local public affairs. ernment into maintaining local schools, school quality

A recent study of villages in rural Tanzania found is enhanced. Even though the direct benefits of schiool-
that households in villages with high levels of social ing accrue mainly to individuals, the benefits of moni-
capital (defined in termns of the degree of participation toring local government performance accrue to all as a
in village-level social organizations) have higher ad- public good.

Social capital, household expenditure, and school quality in Tanzania

Household expenditure per capita
(thousands of Tanzanian shillings) Index of school quality
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Note. Data for the social capital index are from a 1995 survey of 1,376 Tanzanian households The social capital index measuies the
prevalence of residents' participation in groups and voluntary associations The school quality index measures households' perceptions of
school quality See the Technical Note for details. Source Narayan and Pritchett 1997
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organizations are adequately addressing citizens' needs or Improving institutional capability
that they are genuinely concerned with promoting the pub- Increasing opportunities for voice and participation can
lic interest. Most NGOs provide services of high quality, improve state capability in three ways. First, when citizens
but some suffer from serious problems, including poor can express their opinions, formally or informally, and
quality of service, inadequate community participation, press their demands publicly within the framework of the
and weak accountability. Some NGOs are created oppor- law, states acquire some of the credibility they need to
tunistically, to advance the interests of narrow and privi- govern well. Broad-based discussion of policy goals can
leged constituencies, often at the expense of the less vocal also reduce the risk that a powerful minority will monop-
and less powerful. And the same social rules and norms that olize the direction of government. States that achieve
facilitate collective action among citizens can preserve credibility are then allowed more flexibility in policy im-
inequalities and power differences within communities. plementation and have an easier time engaging citizens in

Yet given the many obstacles facing ordinary citizens, the pursuit of collective goals. This does not mean that
especially the poor, in articulating and pressing their Western-style democracy is the only solution. Experience
needs, these associations play a vital role in channeling from parts of East Asia suggests that where there is wide-
their voice and in building capacity for participation in spread trust in public institutions, effective ground-level
public affairs. And those organizations that genuinely seek deliberation, and respect for the rule of law, the condi-
to work in the public interest can be valuable partners in tions for responsive state intervention can be met.
economic and social development. Working from this Second, where markets are absent, as is the case for
premise, many governments are searching for new institu- most public goods, popular voice can reduce information
tional arrangements for providing public goods, which problems and lower transactions costs. Where incentive
involve both the private sector and groups in civil society problems and weak state capability lead to inefficient pub-
(Figure 7.2). The next section sets these efforts in a lic services, user groups and citizen associations can inform
broader context, exploring the range of mechanisms for public officials of the problem and pressure them for im-
increasing popular participation in the design and imple- provements. A recent user assessment of the water supply
mentation of public policy. system in Baku, Azerbaijan, for example, revealed not only

significant problems of water leakage and water-related
health problems, but the high costs that the city's unreli-
able water supply imposed on low-income consumers. Per-

Figure 7.2 Organizations at the interface of haps most interesting, users also revealed themselves will-
state. markets. and civil society ing to pay between two and five times more than they were

staie- actually paying for a reliable and safe water supply.
I,,, ar.:. ,: Third, no matter how dedicated, hardworking, or pub-

lic spirited state officials are, they cannot anticipate all the
public goods and services that citizens desire. The emer-
gence of private and NGO alternatives to public provision
can help meet gaps in the supply of public goods, as well
as provide those goods and services that individuals are
willing to pay for out of their own pocket. NGOs can be
both partners and competitors in the delivery of public
services. And when backed by citizen voice, they can exert
useful pressure on government to improve the delivery
and quality of public services.

There is no blueprint for finding the appropriate bal-
ance of voice, participation, and bureaucratic control in
the provision of public goods. The solution depends on

Pridaie _:e-.:ror Civil so-:ie the capabilities of the public agencies in question and

cvlIIpcr-.%- -,c''rni other providers and on the characteristics of the public
good or service being provided. As discussed below, effi-
ciency and equity dictare some degree of centralized gov-
ernment control and coordination when it comes to goods
and services that have jurisdictional spillovers, are subject
to economies of scale, or raise distributional concerns. In
the technical and often sensitive area of economic man-
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agement, for example, some insulation of decisionmaking legislation can also strengthen public accountability and
from the pressure of political lobbies is desirable. In set- responsiveness by requiring agencies to announce and
ting standards, such as in the provision of basic education, enforce service norms and standards, provide public infor-
there is also an important role for centralized decision- mation, and respond to consumer complaints.
making. But the process by which broad policy directions Specific techniques and mechanisms for consulting
and standards are set should not be insulated from public users and intended beneficiaries can also help improve the
discussion. And in the management of common-property quality of specific public services. As the cases in Box 7.4
resources, the production of basic infrastructure, and the illustrate, feedback mechanisms such as client or user sur-
delivery of essential services, there is considerable scope veys can provide valuable information about an agency's
for involving people directly, both in the formulation of performance and the type and quality of services reaching
policy and in its implementation. consumers. Simplified surveys such as the report card used

in Bangalore, India, can be particularly useful when insti-
Participatory mechanisms tutional capability is limited.
MECHANISMS FOR INFORMING AND CONSULTING. It is Besides increasing the flow of information to public
generally accepted that some areas of public decisionmak- officials, techniques for citizen and client consultation can
ing require insulation from political pressure. In others, introduce more openness and transparency into the sys-
however, public and private interests coincide to such an tem. As more people become aware of the performance of
extent-efforts to raise agricultural production, for exam- specific agencies or officials, they are more likely to exert
ple, or reforming the health system-that some level of collective pressure on the agency to perform better. At the
public-private deliberation is not just desirable but in same time public agencies will have less opportunity for
fact critical to success. In East Asia, by institutionalizing arbitrary action.
public-private deliberation councils comprising represen- But no mechanism for consultation automatically
tatives of labor unions, industry, and government, policy- reaches all the appropriate individuals and groups. There
makers were able to get broad agreement on economic are costs to acquiring and providing information, and the
policy issues and the necessary commitment to intervene low income or subordinate position of some groups in
quickly and flexibly. Other nations with very different in- society makes them nearly invisible to public officials. In
stitutional settings, such as Botswana, Chile, Mexico, consulting with users or clients, every effort must be made
Senegal, Uganda, and the United States, have also sought to identify all relevant social groups and ensure that they
to implement deliberative mechanisms on issues ranging are represented.
from economic policy to institutional reform. MECHtANISMS FOR DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION.

By embedding the voice of powerful interest groups in Improving government performance does not end with
mutually acceptable rules, public-private deliberation improved consultation. There is also compelling evidence
councils can reduce transactions costs by reducing the that arrangements that promote participation by stake-
scope for opportunistic behavior. But these councils do holders in the design and implementation of public ser-
not always succeed. Systematic evaluations of performance vices or programs can improve both the rate of return and
are not available, but a number of conditions and char- the sustainability of these activities.
acteristics appear to affect success. These include broad The education sector has proved particularly fertile
enough representation and public education for the ground for this kind of experimentation. Weak monitor-
process to have widespread support, technical support and ing and supervision of local schools is a perennial problem
assistance to the councils, and an emphasis on building for governments. But several are finding that these prob-
trust and mutual monitoring among both public and pri- lems can be addressed by increasing the involvement of
vate sector participants. parents and communities in school management. In New

Deliberative mechanisms are unlikely to enable gov- Zealand, elected boards of trustees that manage schools are
ernments to be effective in the long run if their policies composed of parents of children at the school. Legislation
appear illegitimate or unresponsive to crucial societal de- enacted in Sri Lanka in 1993 established school develop-
mands. Efforts to reach out to citizens must reach all the ment boards to promote community participation in
way down. At the very least, reforms and programs must school management. Many countries have also found that
be made intelligible to the public, for example by encour- communities that participate in school management are
aging widespread media coverage of budget debates. In more willing to assist in school financing.
Singapore the Division of Public Feedback systematically Yet effective citizen involvement in school manage-
gathers citizens' comments on a variety of national poli- ment does not come easy, nor is it a panacea. New
cies and invites interest groups to public hearings with Zealand realized after it had embarked on its reform
ministers and senior officials. As discussed in Chapter 5, that newly elected trustees required intensive training.
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Box 7.4 Client surveys to motivate service improvements in India, Uganda, and Nicaragua

In several counrrie- clienr iurn e!s hi; e helped nmouLa[e includintg hlumbai 'Bonmbavl. ha%e started usino rhe
betrer pLibliL Cewcor performance. B -y tapping the ewpe- report card approach.
riencc c-t citizens ind hi% inc [hem ml nniror and evalu,- Working WAih NGC)s and communiries, Uganda's
arc scrvices. survevs hace helped identit- problems and go;ernnent is alio surve; ing ;kws on service deli'e,
design ind imiplenieri innov-arit solution. The 6irst sare- found ihat lust Il percent ot rural

In Bangalore India. report cardqs isk citizens, and ho,useholds had erer been visited bt an agricultural
busine,ses to ra[e thc pubhc agencies the'- use to sol'e extension. workcr. Several diitricts ha%e incorporated
problcmi or gert seniveq. The report cards. adlninii- the surve!- findini,s into rhcir district plans. One dic-
tercd by Ehe Public Aftairs CenLtre Banvalore. an trict ha.s institLtEed further trainling fur e. ;ension wLork-
NG(.I), assess rthe qualiry and coct of cici2en, interac- ers and is loc bbing thi central .overnmenr fr permis-
uions: wi lth public .agencie. In the first round of report sion Ito speild more 0 f it; budget on extcnsi-on workers.
card. the Bangalore Detelopmenr Autchoiirn. respon- Nicaragua' sarvev. like Llganda's. wiere ifitiated
,iblc fiar housi n14 and olhet ser.-ices, scored Elle lov. e-t bC! the government. The tir;t surwe-v. in 19(i5. toiund
,n several categories, including staff behavior. qualJir that 14 percent of bus rider, had ai som,e time been
ot senic. irid inmiarn1aticn pro% ided. i:)nly I percricn aSSaulted on a bus. It alco tfund that c"0) percent ot bus
of rc pondcnrs rited the aturhorin s er-ices as Qalis- drnsers did not rerpecr thc otficial fare of 85 cordohas:
tactor-. Rather than %iewirno the results Is a chreat. thc did not return rhe 1 cordobac in change tnom a
howe%er, thie aulhorin` d'irector took them as an 0p- I JO-cordoba notc to riders. Moreover, rhe suneev
portuninv. launching a citizen-gserrincnr nii[a- re%ealed that peoplc %%ere illfing to pay higher bus
rise to address delivery problenms Olther agencies In hare,. Based on thcse findings, the farc -.as raised to
Sangalor, ha iken acr'o. n in.npired by rhc re- one L.S. dollar. In a t>llows-up survev in 17')6. 9( per-
port cards. And nr)ups in liv-e other Indian ciLies, cent ot users aid thit [he official rate is respected.

Botswana found it difficult to attract qualified people to protecting and conserving wildlife to local communities.
lower secondary school boards of governors, especially in And across Africa, Asia, and Latin America high levels of
rural areas. In Uganda, community training for parent- beneficiary participation in the design and management
teacher associations and school management committees of rural water supply projects have been shown to be
is being provided in two districts by an international highly correlated with project success (Box 7.5).
NGO, to ensure that the quality of schooling and of However, the same study of rural water supply also
school administration is enhanced. revealed that, among the highly participatory projects,

Citizen participation may also be crucial in programs only half adequately involved women. The explanation
for the management of natural and common-property was found in factors specific to women's participation,
resources such as grazing lands, wildlife, forests, and water including time constraints and cultural barriers. Conse-
sources. Exclusive bureaucratic control of such resources quently, innovative participatory mechanisms are required
has proved inadequate in many different institutional set- that explicitly seek women's involvement in the design and
tings, in some cases leading to confrontation between the implementation of projects that directly affect them. One
users of these resources and the public officials seeking to such effort can be found in the Philippines, where a series
manage them. Recognizing the importance of participa- of measures over more than two decades has gradually led
tory natural resource management, forestry officials, to the integration of gender issues in the government's
NGOs, and local communities in India are now under- agenda, partly through greater participation of women in
taking a variety of initiatives. The National Forestry Pol- planning and implementing policies, and partly through
icy embraces increased participation of local people in specific programs for women. The expected payoff to such
managing forests. In India's joint forest management pro- measures lies not just in improvements in the process
grams, forest departments and local user groups share of public policymaking but in the economic returns to
decisionmaking authority and control over forest lands better-designed and better-targeted public investments.
and products and revenue. The result has been reduced
conflict and increased productivity of the land. Making participation succeed will take hard work ...

Practices are also changing elsewhere. In Zimbabwe These illustrations suggest that in the provision of certain
the CAMPFIRE program seeks to return the benefits of local public goods or shared services-where the people
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who pay are also the direct and principal beneficiaries-
using the institutional capacity closest to the client can Box 7.5 Does participation improve project
improve the quality and effectiveness of public action. performance?
Capable states are therefore likely to be those that
strengthen and increase the efficiency of local organiza- .'.init data truromn 121 d1ivcrre rural %%-arer supplj- p[oj-
tions and associations rather than replace them. But ect. in turt-r nrlr cuntrie. in Atrica. ANia. .nd
reaching out to citizens as co-managers or co-producers Latin America. i reccnr r.tdv icstcd Elh relarion.hip
does not necessarily reduce the role of the state, nor is it ben'ceen participarion and prOjeLt perlornionce.
costless or quick to implement. To get users or clients to P.lrrucipatioin wiv3 nierlured ;.n a continuuni rano,ing
become partners, public agencies often must invest con- frcni sinipk infurmntrion shar[ng through in-depti
siderable time and energy in building ties with communi- conlwtriflon %.th bneticilries I, !,hared decisi'n-
ties, in building commitment among their own staff, and makingi to fu ll concrr.Il o:er deciiunmani.!.,. The
in ensuring that minimum standards of quality and equity aurhori. found a trono correlmon heriv-cen higl1
are maintained. k'.el c.f beritticiarv participarion. eNpecially in dcci-

In a pioneering case in Recife, Brazil, where the intro- Nionmiking. ind project succ\s. Ot rhe forrv-ainc
duction of low-cost condominial sewers in low-income prroieccs ',.ith 10-' le v -..It fparticipai;on. ordn. S per-
neighborhoods changed the relationship between the state cent '..rL AiccsShll. Rut ot rc tI.-rt--mo pruijeci
agency and the sewer users, it took two years for public v-irh high le4els cf benctpiaivpirticipati1'n. 6-I per-

officials, working intensively and in multidisciplinary k.cnerit ICsuccfeshes
teams with residents, to figure out how to make the con- Case srLUdiej SApport chesc con.lusions. The first
dominial system work. Even after the process was better phase o! the Aguthi Rul, 11 'N Water SLpIPI PrrjecCI n;

understood, successful implementation took another four Ken.va w\. conductcd -withou: iirnmmuniLtI .pirrii-
to six months in each neighborhood. An evaluation ofthe pation. The project. %hich in%loed pip,cd %Jr-er

project showed that, by fostering an active and vocal con- s.stems. w so plgued v.-I-h prublr-ms tha it canme
stituency, the scheme not only generated considerable sav- to .a sjnt1dqdl .ind ha.d to be iedesi-ned. \X-orking
ings but also put in motion mechanisms for accountabil- i: ich prc-,iecr ciff local leadcrs. org.inized is the
ity that were critical for good agency performance. A.yW.hi \atrer Coinniracc. rn.tbiized c(ornmunity

Greater responsiveness means changing not only the supp,:l)r to-r (ili proicCr. Following puhblc co-nter-
way state agencies work with clients, but also the way ence.. %.;lh s.tikeliolders. curamrntntrv menmiber
those agencies are organized and reward their workers. becin to contribute labor and funds. Phase 11 ot rhe
Effective participation is more likely when opportunities prokccr Was completc,d on chedLule and 'airhin bud-
for internal participation exist within the public agency. get. Thme co`limunaites conrinic 10 parl mirlflV., .ar-
In addition, the overall incentive environment must re- it, lotr che ne% '.:lcrvicc. arnd opcratnon and
ward higher-level staff for responsiveness to clients and maintenance ar- hanidled sucin oper.-
must provide adequate support to street- or field-level [ien %,ith rhe relciaiit coerinlent agenci.
workers in their efforts to work with clients. Without such
measures, resistance to working with clients can be high,
creating an atmosphere that is incompatible with a more ing Committee, which gives local representatives a voice
participatory approach. in national policy.

Working closely with people also often requires
redefining tasks and responsibilities, reallocating staff . . . And a supportive environment
resources, and developing new mechanisms for learning Government can also support participation indirectly
and experimentation. In Benin the Ministry of Health through its influence on the enabling environment. States
gave local health management committees decision- have great power over individuals and organizations
making control over resources. Committee members are through the information they make public and through
elected democratically; anyone may serve, provided that at the laws they enact and administer. The rule of law that
least one member is a woman. The committee is directly protects both persons and personal property is important
involved in preparing the health center's annual budget to a healthy, vibrant civil society. Governments can facil-
for submission to the ministry. It is responsible for col- itate participation by safeguarding the right of people to
lecting and accounting for funds paid to the health cen- organize, to gain access to information, to engage in con-
ter for services and drugs. Representatives of local com- tracts, and to own and manage assets. The constitutions of
mittees sit on the board of the government's new drug Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, and the Philippines explicitly
procurement agency, which is one way of keeping the encourage the development and participation of NGOs at
agency accountable, and on the Health Sector Coordinat- all levels of decisionmaking. In Singapore the government
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helps NGOs recruit staff, allocates unused government the production and delivery of goods and services should
buildings to them at nominal rents, and funds up to half be rendered to the lowest unit capable of capturing the
the capital and operating costs of facilities run by NGOs associated costs and benefits. In many countries this will
for social welfare purposes. Without a credible legal en- involve scaling back the power of central government, but
vironment that requires NGOs and public agencies to reformers must be discriminating. Depending on the
act openly and transparently, legitimate organizations are institutional environment, decentralization can improve
deprived of an opportunity to develop, or, perhaps worse, state capability by freeing it to focus on its core functions;
the door is left open for unhealthy or corrupt activities it can also, however, undermine that capability.
that taint the reputation of all NGOs. The aim must be to The demand for formal, political decentralization has
strike the right balance between regulations and reporting been driven by at least three major recent developments:
requirements that fosters growth of NGOs, while guard-
ing against corruption and malpractice. * The minimum size of self-sufficient government has

The benefits of greater consultation and partnership declined. New technological options and new demands
with civil society show up in improvements in the process from citizens, producers, and consumers mean that
of public policymaking, in the quality of service delivery, some of the advantages (security, for example) that kept
and, in some instances, in improved rates of return. They countries, regions, and provinces working together
also manifest themselves in the greater flexibility afforded under a central government have become less impor-
to public agencies and officials in the way they intervene. tant. In Europe and North America the pressure from
But without effective monitoring this flexibility can give global markets is creating strong demand for local and
rise to capricious or arbitrary action. Again, finding the regional governments that can better provide the in-
right balance between participatory mechanisms and en- frastructure and skilled labor force that multinational
lightened government control is crucial. The next section businesses need.
examines some of these concerns in the context of the * Political changes have given voice to local demands. Cen-
debate over decentralization and the fostering of greater tralized authority in Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union,
public accountability from below. and Yugoslavia collapsed once the unifying force of the

Communist Party disappeared. Elsewhere, regions and
Decentralization: Matching services with subnational governments benefited from the political

vacuum created before and during regime changes, as
Decentralizing state power and resources seems a logical in Argentina and Brazil in the late 1980s, and South
continuation of the many recent efforts to bring govern- Africa in the 1990s.
ment closer to the people. Like the broad range of partici- * Countries often turn to local and regional governments
patory mechanisms described earlier, decentralization when the central government has persistently failed to pro-
offers the chance to match public services more closely with vide essential services. In the second half of the 1980s,
local demands and preferences and to build more respon- Colombia embarked on a path of decentralization and
sive and accountable government from below. But decen- political reform that reversed a long tradition of central-
tralization also has its pitfalls, including the possibility of ism. A new government changed direction, transferring
increased disparity across regions, loss of macroeconomic social services delivery to the local level and opening up
stability, and institutional capture by local factions, espe- the rigid political appointment system to local electoral
cially in highly unequal societies. This section focuses on choice. Similarly, in Venezuela and other countries in
some of the factors explaining recent trends in decentral- South America, active local governments have made
ization, and on some areas where it has been shown to have local administration more responsive and improved the
a positive impact, including bringing citizens into public quality of services provided, often dramatically.
affairs and stimulating local economic development. The
section concludes by exploring the risks of decentralization Before assessing how governments can act to meet such
and the implications for governments of differing capabili- demands, it is worth asking what decentralization really
ties starting out on the decentralization path. means. In fact, the term encompasses a wide range of dis-

tinct processes. The main ones are administrative decon-
The age of decentralization? centration, or the transfer of state functions from higher
The rising demand for decentralization has come as part to lower levels of government while retaining central con-
of the broader process of liberalization, privatization, and trol of budgets and policymaking; fiscal decentralization,
other market reforms in many countries. These reforms or the ceding of influence over budgets and financial deci-
are distinct from one another, but their underlying ratio- sions from higher to lower levels; and devolution, or the
nale is similar to that for decentralization: that power over transfer of resources and political authority to lower-level
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authorities that are largely independent of higher levels of is as fruitless here as in other aspects of state reform. But
governmcnt. Rarely does decentralization embrace all a number of important analytical principles are available
three. This wide diversity of experience makes it difficult to guide reformers. The clearest and most important prin-
to compare trends across countries or draw many hard ciple (often referred to as subsidiarity) is that public goods
and fast conclusions. and services should be provided by the lowest level of gov-

Richer and larger countries tend to be more decentral- ernment that can fully capture the costs and benefits.
ized, in terms of the share of subnational governments in Applying this principle is no simple matter, however.
total public expenditure and revenue. In the aggregate, Table 7.2 illustrates some of the demand and supply char-
however, industrial countries have become slightly more acteristics of goods and services that will be relevant to the
centralized since 1974 (Table 7.1). This is especially true decision. As already discussed, for some local goods, such
of the United Kingdom, whereas Australia, France, Spain, as those with common-property characteristics, organiza-
and the United States are continuing to decentralize cen- tions outside of government such as forest or water user
tral government functions. Developing countries, most of associations or NGOs may be the most appropriate insti-
which went through a nation-building phase of develop- tutional mechanism for delivery. More generally, where
ment in the aftermath of colonialism in the 1950s and preferences or demands differ from one community to the
1960s, have become more decentralized since the 1970s. next, local governments can better match supply to suit
Striking examples include Argentina, Brazil, and Colom- local tastes. Decentralized service provision can also
bia. In both groups of countries decentralization of expen- enhance efficiency and interjurisdictional competition in
diture has gone significantly further than that of corre- supply, providing consumers (at least in theory) with the
sponding revenue. option to exit to other jurisdictions. On the other hand,

where economies of scale or interjurisdictional spillovers
How to think about decentralization are present on the supply side-as in the construction and
As the above discussion has made clear, what constitutes maintenance of interurban highways-or where mini-
the best structure of intergovernmental arrangements will mum standards (such as for primary schooling) and other
be highly country-specific. The one-size-fits-all approach consumption externalities apply on the demand side,

Table 7.1 Changes in subnational finance in selected countries
ipercertage of e;penowiures or revenues for all lev-els of Qo\ernnienu

Subnational expenditures Subnational revenues

Country 1974 1994 Trend 1974 1994 Trend

Argert,na 25 45 9 25 .. A
Australia 4 7 49 20 -27 
Bra!Il 30 35 AN 23 25
Can3da 6e 60 39 44 '
Chile 2 9 AT 2
Colombia 25 N33 A' 1.3 1
France 18 19 vi 13 Av
Gemiany 4 4 40 31 30
Indlia 45 49 2 7
Indonesia 11 15 3 3
Iran. Islamiic Pep. of 1 5 1 o A0
NMalaysia 18 14 13 8
Pronrania IC 10, 12 6. %

South Africa 24 41 A 4 12 Ar
Spain 10 34 o 5 1 A r
Sweden 44I 34 28 32
Tlaiano 1.7 S 5 5
Utrite- Kid.lidori 33 28 15 S
United Siates 45 414 33 36-
zimnbabwe 26 25 24 1'

N,ote: Data are for all ieelsco o c' errimenr oher thar Centijl g.eri,i;i,. Dat in ri,de Iran;,rcr; fr.)n; C•irai oi ernri;i 'C. suti:lairrial
govemrner.ts Arrovr; xuicaie ctiarges cut S oercenasgi- p.ints of rrre Wirere1 i, 117.4 ar 19-o v'er, ujna.ali:-,i,e irrd.:3eoa i, al,ef i.
.45,3 kr, ire cioi-esl i ,iltble .-ar utare UEeO. Daiar !r r I9 refer 1t ire DrAifli,: Mi,fi riiijr.
Source IMF. v'arouE .ears ',-I.
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lize resources, improve service delivery, and stimulate pri-
Table 7.2 Demand and supply characteristics vate sector development.
of local and national public goods

Level of The benefits of improved local accountability and incentives
public Demand-side Supply-side CITIZEN PARTICIPATION. In theory, decentralization can
provision factors factors strengthen and complement the measures to broaden pop-
Loc:al \ 3r.9to ,n lruc I; Ponefnlal tor ular participation described earlier in this chapter. Like

tasre ictreet covripetition L.e them, it can help guard against majoritarian tyranny by
lIiIhrrf -orin3i tween liuriSd:tion; moving government closer to people and by facilitating

t'oIC protctieor,. local definition of issues and problems, especially those of
Coinir',:'i oroperw rc,3d m.s,nrerian.:e 
uri,:3 r pra t- minority groups. The contrasting situations of Oaxaca and
uasr* tii.iDj;oai Chiapas, two of the poorest states in Mexico, provide a

telling example of these effects at work. The two states
PJariors31 Spalai cor,surnp- Econoj.,es of have similar resource endowments and development

No.T e TrnalitieS scale idtleflnse potential, and both have a high percentage of poor and
c;.rtrcl,ot Crolss-jurisoicl,inal indigenous populations. Yet the outcomes of antipoverty

e-.ternaiitles inter programs are generally regarded as good in Oaxaca,
Equ't', coricerns trlan i hligfwaici whereas neighboring Chiapas has a bad record. The dif-
iii,ir fiinlin, siar-
d.tr's ior priinar, ference seems to stem from the degree of popular partici-
eILIC3aiCr;.' pation in policy decisions and implementation. Oaxaca

has a long tradition of participatory mechanisms for
indigenous populations and the poor. In Chiapas, on the
other hand, the denial of such options, coupled with wide-

centralized control (whether at the national or the provin- spread official corruption, has led to poor services and ris-
cial level) is likely to be preferable. ing tensions, including armed conflict since early 1994.

Matching services to local preferences can lead to lower Where public office is contested and people can par-
transactions costs (particularly information costs), effi- ticipate in elections and decide on representatives at dif-
ciency gains, and incentives to local economic develop- ferent levels of government, the number of political
ment. But even where a service might, in principle, seem choices also increases, thus stimulating competition bet-
a candidate for local provision, the benefits and costs of ween levels of government. Local participation can also
decentralization will vary by setting. And experience sug- mean greater confidence in and acceptance of policy deci-
gests that decentralization is unlikely to work without sions by constituents. Decentralization can therefore in-
effective institutional arrangements to foster accountabil- crease local options for policymaking while holding local
ity at the local level, and fiscal restraint on the part of both officials accountable for what they do and how they do it.
local and national governments. This is best explained in Recent evidence from Latin America, particularly Colom-
terms of two separate but interrelated sets of relationships bia, suggests that once local policymakers are held ac-
facing local governments, both of which need to be con- countable for their actions and made aware that their jobs
sidered in gauging the scope for decentralization. depend to a large extent on citizens' assessments of their

The first are horizontal relationships between local performance, they tend to be much more concerned with
government and citizens, NGOs, and private businesses. the quality of their staff and of the tools they have to run
Institutional arrangements, for example local elections or their offices effectively. In P6rto Alegre, Brazil, an inno-
referendums, can create or influence such relationships, vative process of public investment planning and manage-
providing incentives for cooperation, accountability, and ment was launched in 1989, to mobilize citizen groups to
improved local government performance. The second set take part in formulating the municipal budget. In 1995
of relationships is vertical, between levels of government. some 14,000 people were engaged in the process through
Most countries have formal institutional arrangements assemblies and meetings. Indirectly, an estimated 100,000
that define the role and functions of each tier of govern- people were linked to "participatory budgeting" through
ment, particularly as they affect intergovernmental fiscal local associations and popular organizations.
relations. Both vertical rules and horizontal incentives are LocAL SERVICE PROVISION. Many governments have
essential if local governments are to perform their func- responded to fiscal crises, the availability of new technolo-
tions well (Figure 7.3). The next section discusses some of gies, and citizen concerns by transferring resources and
the ways in which horizontal relationships can encourage responsibility for service provision, especially in education
local governments to enhance their responsiveness, mobi- and health, to local authorities. In many cases this has
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given rise to new and often creative arrangements among LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. The participation
local governments, NGOs, and local businesses. Although of local businesses can also play a crucial role in decentral-
relatively little comparative evidence is available with ization, shaping incentives at the local level. Entrepreneurs
which to evaluate the relationship between decentralized have for centuries strongly influenced both the pace of
government and service quality, some recent examples development and intergovernmental relationships in in-
from Latin America are illustrative. In the 1980s the pri- dustrial countries. Property-owning classes with command
mary education system in the state of Minas Gerais, in over local resources exerted considerable pressure on pub-
southeastern Brazil, faced many of the problems common lic entities. To spur expansion, private actors and public
among education systems in developing countries: high officials were encouraged to cooperate. Much of this began
repetition rates, low graduation rates, and low achievement in local environments. Members of the business commu-
scores. Contributing to these problems were overregulated nity often participated in local legislatures. Provided that
and centralized management, inadequate funding, and rent seeking is minimized by effective competition poli-
poorly trained teachers. In the 1990s a series of measures, cies-a function for higher levels of government-a
including the introduction of autonomy to elected boards strong local private sector may promote better administra-
in each local school (composed of teachers, parents, and tive performance. And local governments that provide and
students over 16), together with grants from central gov- maintain credible frameworks for local economic develop-
ernment based on enrollment and special needs, have pro- ment end up promoting private investment, which over
duced some encouraging early results: achievement scores time increases local government revenues.
have risen by 7 percent in science, 20 percent in Por- The world is replete with examples of local govern-
tuguese language skills, and 41 percent in mathematics. ments that have stimulated economic development in

In Teocelo, a town in Mexico's state of Veracruz, their communities, and of decentralized institutional
decentralization has created opportunities to organize arrangements that have contributed to growth. The cities
resources for health more efficiently by identifying the of Greenville and Spartanburg, South Carolina, are small,
population's needs and designing strategies to foster par- inland, and far from major U.S. population centers. Yet
ticipation through community organization and health they have the highest foreign investment per capita of any
education. Coverage increased for both preventive and metropolitan areas in the United States. They are host to
curative care, the quality of services improved enormously, 215 companies from eighteen countries, seventy-four of
and infant mortality rates fell. In addition, users of health which are headquartered there. Visionary decisionmakers
facilities reported that the attitudes of health personnel with a strong private sector approach to local development
and the quality of services had improved greatly. have established a solid base of innovative small and

Figure 7.3 Vertical rules and horizontal incentives shape local government's capability
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medium-size enterprises, employing a work force whose must at any given time be clear rules specifying the range
skills are regularly upgraded. of responsibilities for each level of government.

On the other side of the world, the city government MACROECONOMIC DIMENSIONS OF INTERGOVERNMEN-

of Wuhan, in central China, decided in the early 1990s TAL FINANCE. Macroeconomic control is universally re-
to transform the old city and build a new one on a large garded as a function of central government. Centralization,
scale. To this end it relaxed controls on foreign in- or at least strong central guidance, in budget and financial
vestment in two development zones, opened a third, matters has proved critical in ensuring sound public
passed local regulations to supply foreign investors with a finances and a reliable framework for economic develop-
legal foundation for business operation, strengthened the ment in most industrial economies. Because decentral-
management of real estate and land rentals, and under- ization increases the number of actors and of budgetary
took several projects to improve the infrastructure for for- accounts, countries facing serious budgetary and inflation-
eign investment. As a result, in 1992 alone the number of ary pressures will be confronted with additional challenges
foreign investment projects approved for the city was and risks should they embark on decentralization.
more than two-and-a-half times the total for the previous Intergovernmental fiscal relations mainly affect the
eight years, producing a threefold increase in total capital macroeconomy through three channels: the assignment
invested. Not satisfied, the city government organized a and sharing of tax bases and expenditures, the match of
huge investment promotion mission in 1993, which gar- tax and expenditure decisions, and levels of subnational
nered agreements worth $5 billion from Singapore and borrowing.
Hong Kong (China). Serious macroeconomic imbalances can occur if major

Despite such encouraging cases, experience suggests tax bases are inappropriately assigned. In India, for exam-
that successful decentralization may be short-lived, or dif- ple, important tax bases have been assigned to subnational
:ficult to replicate, without effective rules for intergovern- governments. This has left the central government,
mental collaboration. Horizontal incentives for improved despite a growing public debt and pension liabilities, with
performance tell only part of the story. In education, for a tax base, consisting mainly of income, foreign trade, and
example, involvement of higher levels of government may excise taxes, that is too small to cope comfortably with its
be needed to prevent fragmentation and to minimize dif- expenditure responsibility. The sharing of major tax bases
ferences in the quality of education in different commu- also has the potential to dilute the impact of deficit reduc-
nities. And in the health sector the appropriate allocation tion at the central government level. This happened in
of responsibilities across levels of government is rarely Argentina in the early 1990s, when increased tax revenues
clear-cut. Immunizations, tuberculosis surveillance, and following a tax reform had to be shared with provincial
vaccine storage all need strong, effective management governments. Provincial governments essentially took a
from higher levels of government. In addition, localities free ride on the central government's efforts and used the
may not provide the right framework for policy formula- extra revenue to expand their work forces.
tion and implementation. Consequently, decentralization Expenditures with national benefits and costs-
should not become a rigid, doctrinaire exercise, pushing national public goods-should be the responsibility of
functions onto communities and municipalities or artifi- central government. These include the costs of economic
cially separating levels of government. Instead it should be stabilization and redistribution. But many local expendi-
a practical endeavor to find the right balance between the tures also affect income distribution, such as the provision
roles of different levels of government, to ensure that of health and housing subsidies in transition economies
high-quality services are provided in a timely manner. As and many developing countries. In addition, where the
the following sections describe, the quest for that balance benefits of local public expenditure are concentrated
must take place within a framework of credible rules. within the jurisdiction doing the spending, but the costs

(in the form of general taxes or negative spillovers) are
Thepitfalls ofdecentralization spread more widely, subnational governments have an
In many cases decentralization is not the result of any incentive to spend beyond their means. The effect on
carefully designed sequence of reforms, but has occurred national fiscal policy can be severe.
in a politically volatile environment in which the level of SUBNATIONAL BORROWING. Borrowing by local gov-
trust is low and policymakers respond unsystematically to ernments can contribute to macroeconomic instability
emerging demands from below. Such weak policy frame- when the central government fails to impose hard budget
works can lead to serious economic problems, including constraints and there is no effective mechanism for moni-
loss of macroeconomic control, regional disparities in ser- toring debt obligations, particularly when there are
vice provision, and misallocation of resources as a result of multiple lenders. Another problem is asymmetric informa-
local capture. The lesson, for all governments, is that there tion on the part of borrowers (subnational governments)
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and lenders (central government and international capital bility (Box 7.6). The combined indebtedness of the Brazil-
markets). In China, for example, provincial governments ian states exceeds $100 billion, close to the levels of total
are not allowed to finance budget deficits through borrow- federal and central bank debt. Unless the growth of this
ing. But in the early 1990s all-but-uncontrolled borrowing debt is curtailed, the federal government will have to
by state enterprises at the subnational level contributed to reduce its own spending, raise taxes, or resort to inflation-
economic overheating and imperiled macroeconomic sta- ary financing to cover the states' debts.

Box 7.6 Pitfalls in intergovernmental relations: The experiences of Brazil and China

Democratization and constitutional revisions in the a Goveinment revenues as a share of GDP declined
1980s increased the amount of resources under subna- precipitously'. By contributinig to increased indus-
tional control in Brazil and the degree of local auton- trial competition, decentralization helped lower the
omy in their use. Local governments now account for profits of industrial state enterprises. pieviotuslv the
half of total public spending. main source of tax revenues. lncreasingly autono-

Although decentralization shifted resources down- mous local governments reduced revenues even fur-
ward, thete was no corresponding clarification or ex- ther by granting tax exemptions to improve [he
pansion of local responsibilities. Subnational govern- after-tax earnin,s of the state enterplises under their
ments were not prepared to asstume new tasks, and control.
were neither required to perform specific functions nor * The growing autonomv of local governments also
prohibited from performing functions alieady pei- made it difficult for the ccnitial government s invest-
formed bv other levels of governmenc. As a result, local ment planning system to control the investments of
governments used much of their windfall to increase provincial go\ernmenrs and state enterprises under
staffing and launch questionable new projects. There is their control. Since tax tevenues at the provincial
scant evidence that the overall efficiency of public sec- level had declined and were inadequate to cover
tor spending improved. Decentralization also increased these investnments, local branches of the state banks
the fiscal deficit, as large states used their improved were usuallv prevailed on to lend for these projects.
political autonomy to extract federal resources: by the a Local bianches of the cenrral bank were given discre-
mid-1990s nearlv a third of the growing federal deficit tionarv authority over 30 percent of the central
was due to subnational debt. bank's annual lending to the financial system. When

Brazil's experience shows thlat political and fiscal local branches of the state bank needed additionial re-
decentralization does not guarantee impioved public sources to suppoit inivestments by local goNernments
sector efficiency, and may threaten macrocconomic and state enterprises, they turned to the local branch
stability. To achieve its objectives, fiscal decentraliza- of the central bank for an infision of liquidity.
tion must be accompanied by a corresponding de-
centralization of expenditure responsibilities; state and The resulting overheating of the Chinese econiomv
municipal governments' institutional capacities should in 1992-93 posed considerable risks to stability. Infla-
be improved; and the federal government should im- tion climbed to its highest level in several decades. Real
pose hard budgets in its fiscal and financial relation- GDP growth reached an amazing 14.2 percent in 1992
ships with subnational governments. anid 13.5 percent in 1993. Eighty percent of this

China's experience in the earlv 1990s demonOtrates growtth came from growth in investment, most of it bv
the pitfalls of decentralization that is not accompanied state enterprises under the supenision of provincial
bv parallel reforms and macroeconomic safeguards. governments.
Beginning in 1978, central authorit' over investment The authorities responded quickly with a coinbina-
and allocation decisions was graduallv decentralized to tion of measures. The most important of these were
provincial governments, enterprises, financial institu- administrative lestricrions on investment by provincial
tions, and even households. This was a crucial element governments and state enterprises and a reassertion of
of China's economic liberalization and a key factor in aurhotity by the central bank over lending to state
the economy's impressive growth over the past two banks. lthese measures and others helped bring the
decades. At the same time, however, three conse- economy to a soft landin,. By 1995 inflationi lhad
quences of decentralization undermined the central fallen below 7 percent. while GDP growth had been
government's control over macroeconomic aggregates: maintained at around 9 percent.
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All three channels can lead to undesirable macroeco- ernmental rules, local governments may benefit from
nomic outcomes. But some of the channels are quantita- sources of income that have not been formally allocated to
tively more important in some countries than in others. them under an appropriate fiscal decentralization scheme.
Whether they generate macroeconomic instability will In Poland, for example, the introduction of local self-
depend on the relative importance of each channel, the government has seen many local authorities begin to act
relative capacity of central and local government policy- like pressure groups, eager to extract more benefits from
making and implementation, and the central government's Warsaw for local clienteles. As a consequence, inequalities
commitment to overall macroeconomic objectives, such have risen among jurisdictions, leading to new forms of
as growth and price stability. social conflict.

REGIONAL DISPARITIES AND INEQUALITIES IN SERVICE In Pakistan decentralization has been accompanied
PROVISION. Rough national equality in living standards by a subtle recentralization of functions at the provin-
and in access to public services is an overarching goal- cial level and difficult intergovernmental relationships.
even a constitutional mandate-in many countries. Cen- Provincial governments, which have expanded their role
tralization allows the national government more discre- in the provision of education and other local public ser-
tion to counter regional income disparities by managing vices since the 1960s, have increasingly adopted an intru-
regional differences in levels of public service provision sive, centralist attitude toward municipal governments.
and taxation. With decentralization, an equitable out- Instead of being encouraged to assume new tasks and re-
come can no longer be guaranteed or, at least, may be sponsibilities, municipal governments are being denied
more difficult to achieve. And wealthier local govern- opportunities to succeed. Increased provincial control has
ments and regions may benefit disproportionately from not led to any noticeable improvement in service delivery,
being given greater taxing power. however.

In China, for example, disparities in real income per Industrial countries that have decentralized began the
capita between provinces have been growing in recent process with a strong legal framework, which ties subna-
years. Income per capita in the richest province, Guang- tional governments to credible rules. Many of these coun-
dong, is now four times greater than that in the poorest, tries also have mechanisms in place, such as fiscal transfer
Guizhou. Some provinces on the southern coast, such as policies and equalization schemes (Box 7.7), hard budget
Fujian, Guangdong, and Hainan, have done better than constraints, and limitations on local borrowing, to coun-
the western, interior provinces largely because of their terbalance negative outcomes. Some countries have exper-
central location for transport and communications and imented with participatory mechanisms (blue-ribbon com-
their proximity to Hong Kong (China). These natural missions, for example), which bring stakeholders together
advantages have been reinforced by official policies that and provide options for feasible and manageable policies
favor coastal provinces, including tax breaks to foreign within a mutually agreed time frame.
investors locating in special economic zones near the
coast, large allocations of credit (relative to population) Lessons for successful decentralization
through China's government-directed banking system, Ideally, policymakers would embark on decentralization
and registration requirements that discourage the poor by gradually phasing in the reassignment of revenue
from migrating to the booming coast. authority and of expenditure authority and responsibili-

In Russia income inequality across oblasts is high. The ties in ways that are compatible and consistent with pre-
ratio of expenditure per capita between the lowest- and viously defined needs and responsibilities. At the same
the highest-spending oblast is estimated to have risen to time, they would develop a system of intergovernmental
one to seven by 1992, with better-off regions receiving grants to cover gaps between expenditures and revenues at
disproportionately high budgetary expenditure allocations the local level and to correct imbalances in efficiency and
and rural areas relatively ill served. Subnational taxation effectiveness, preferably with built-in incentives for local
or sharing of federal revenues from natural resources on resource mobilization. So much for the ideal. The real-life
the basis of their origin could create even greater fiscal dis- business of designing a successful decentralization pro-
parities. Both Russia's and China's experiences highlight gram tends to be more complex.
the need to design appropriate equalization schemes to ASSIGNING EXPENDITURE AND REVENUE AUTHORITY.

deal with rising inequality during periods of accelerated This brings a host of problems. Information on the true
growth or macroeconomic stabilization. distribution of benefits and taxes both within and be-

RESOURCE MISALLOCATION AS A RESULT OF LOCAL CAP- tween jurisdictions is imperfect. And economies of scale
TURE. Economic and financial distortions may also arise in revenue collection and in the production of services
from subnational governments' ability to exploit weak- may partly negate the efficiency advantages of a decentral-
nesses at the center. In the absence of agreed intergov- ized system. In addition, the costs of alternative options
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Box 7.7 Calculating fiscal equalization grants

Fiscal equalizationi pro-grams compensatc provinces the ari-hn,icic mien of all pri.. inceS IS a standard. the
viwhose fiscal capacirie, are belol the .warage. In addi- prouv ncs equalization enurllernent ftor a given re%enuae
[ion to safeguariing nanlonal objecties ot pro-)id'in_ source determinred Li, the differeiice Ijt posirI'e 
minimurn le%els of pulblic scrVices narionwvide, an benrvon che a' eradc potentlil icIdd at the national
equalizationi program can tfoier the pirticipation or avcr.Ue rate ot i.L[\inon in all pmo inces in rhe ag;re-
member pro% Incei in a ftedera[ion. Thus fik,al equahlza- gate. and the potenrial t eld cbbained in the pr.tvince

d:on i. often vie%eda die glue cihat hold.s a federiatin w-hen rhe iar0ri.al jverag-e taN r.ue ii applicd to its
togerher. Fconomist' ha.-e long recc.gnized tlat equal- revenue ba. In thi ' a! the liaapcr. t belos'. -
izaticn is Jti5 t[ied onll runds oit horizontal equ!iv. and uzertge proxincesv Is ll"'ll Lip t- [hC mnedin. rhe
in recent xears it ha, become clear th1n under certain arithimietic mean, or o:n'm, ctlcr niorm. Bccawse the
condliions it can promote economic efic i%enc % ell. dat-ia .n ta: bases and [a,; collcctions required to Implc-

In Pakistan .for examipie. a reprcrentati-e t\ s-temln menit a. rtpreseitai l tA ' sssti are pLiblisied rcgu-
h3s beeni proposol ro equalize tis;31 capacin- jcr,s, larl k b: . riro,h le%e-s of gof ernnient in man\ c'un-

regiols. Desi,niing such a ,ystem involkts. Cist. calcu- tries. implerntotun Auch a >S%tenm clov nCt[ Imposc
lauing the- revenie thai could be raised if a pro%incil new data nrquiremncris nd could bLilipleinened a% a
government ued all [he standard sourCes Ot re.nue; tFderal Fiscal equalli tll,n progrnam In lieuT -,f reena,
at the nirlionvide ascfa.e intensintN of uts. IVhen,. using, 4h.trin, b6- [he population.

for service production are often unknown. Some possible arbitrary action of all participants, experience suggests
tax and expenditure assignments are shown in Table 7.3. that it is difficult to force agreement and that the result

DESIGNING INTERGOVERNMENTAL GRANTS. Intergov- may not be sustainable. This is especially true of develop-
ernmental grants are important sources of revenue for ing economies. Lessons from a variety of countries indi-
many subnational governments. In Brazil between 1970 cate that key policy decisions are more likely to be sus-
and 1992, grants from the federal government financed tained when they are based on a broad consensus among
64 percent of local government expenditure. In South stakeholders. Thus, the prospects of successful decentral-
Africa grants from the central government to newly ization are greater with institutional settings and processes
elected provincial governments account for about 90 per- that allow for articulation of interests and consensual
cent of total revenues for the latter. By their nature, inter- policymaking, as spelled out, for example, in the Euro-
governmental grants tend to divorce local spending from pean Charter of Local Government of 1985.
local resources, and the benefits of providing local public In the absence of agreed-on guiding principles, what
services from the costs. The separation of benefits and can governments committed to decentralization do to get
costs and the limited ability of local governments to mobi- the process started? Some models already exist. In the
lize revenues for themselves can reduce the transparency early 1990s the government of Uganda established a con-
of local budgetmaking and the accountability of local gov- sultative process with different stakeholders-community
ernments to local citizens, leading to inefficient and groups, agricultural producers, and government represen-
inequitable delivery of public services. Clearly, then, any tatives-to decide on the best way to proceed with de-
system of intergovernmental grants in developing coun- centralization. The decision was made for a staged and
tries will need to be designed extremely carefully. gradualist approach. Other countries have opted for com-

No blueprint exists for an optimal system of intergov- missions made up of informed leaders from different lev-
ernmental grants, but a good system should have certain els of government, academia, and sometimes unions and
characteristics. Above all, it should be predictable and business associations, drawing on foreign advice where
transparent and embody the relevant principles set forth necessary. South Africa's recent experience is interesting
in Table 7.4. in this respect. The new constitution calls for a fiscal com-

AGREEING ON THE RIGHT APPROACH. Clear-cut rules mission to deal with the intergovernmental structure of
are essential for imposing restraints on actors at each level the country. The president, in charge of setting up the
of government. Equally important seems to be the process commission, provided different representatives with a
by which the rules are agreed on. Although, in principle, constitutionally guaranteed forum for articulating their
rules could be imposed from the top down to restrain the interests. Although it is too early to judge its success, the
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Table 7.3 Possible tax and expenditure assignments by level of government
Central government State goverment Local or provincial govemment
Re, erues

%'alue aedecr t9i Intliidual ,r,Co,le Ta\ Property rfies
Inri,idUal ir,cc,me ta, Surcnarees on natior,aI ta%es Verlicle la;es
Corpora[e inciuie ta. Retail sales tares User charges
Excise ta,es E.ise taxes LicenseS and fees

4aruiral resouice ta%.es Prop.lrtl la'es
Custoir 5 duclie. vpellicle [axes
E^porl taes

Experidluies

Ternis,y nealti- :3re icontrol Cof inle:tious Secondar, heasth rare ihospitals. Prin,ar, nealih, care
diseases. res&arc:ni *urative caili Primar' anr secoridcari education
urw.errily education Uriversir7 3nd secon-ar;, education Rc,aros and riighi,ays lintracitvi
Roads arid, igrisa, s linter Kit` Roads a'I 11igr.VasS li rtercl.;I Pubfic tiansporiation itracitli
Public transpo;rim:,,on iriiercit% P.;l,IC transportatiori iintercii(l Air and Yater pollution
14atural resouirce nmanagemerr Air and arei pollutic,n Solid waste disposal. water.
Delense NjarTural resource iranagernrt se,%erage. fire rotechtion

Poli,e pr)tection Landi use reguilaion and zoning
Housing

Cultural PoIic%
Pronmotion of tourism
Police orotection

process created a widespread sense of expectation and history tells us, paradoxically, is that unless states have
generated demands to design appropriate decentralization achieved a certain level of centralization and effective rules
measures. for overall macroeconomic control and sound policymak-

Commissions may serve short-term interests well. ing, decentralization may be difficult to implement and
Over the longer term, however, more-durable solutions may create imbalances. Decentralization, whether it
may be needed to allow for formal representation of sub- occurs through gradual evolution or design (or both), can
national governments' interests in national policymaking create additional momentum for development, but only if
and legislation. Second-chamber institutions, such as the these conditions are met.
German Bundesrat, have often been used in this context. Any strategy of decentralization must begin with an
Such arrangements offer an institutionalized mechanism assessment of institutional capability at the various levels
for articulating interests from below, while providing the of government (Table 7.5). Where there is weak central
means to develop widely accepted and credible rules for government capability to manage national fiscal and mon-
intergovernmental collaboration, which are essential for etary policy, to enact and enforce credible rules for inter-
sustainable decentralization. They also help different tiers governmental affairs, or to provide a framework for bring-
of government adjust to emerging needs over time. ing stakeholders together, decentralization will be hard

ENSURING THAT THE INSTITUTIONAL GROUND IS to pull off. Strongly polarized relationships between or
READY. In principle, bringing policymaking and imple- within tiers of government and extremely weak organiza-
mentation closer to the communities they serve, and tional capacity at the subnational level will also be cause
involving citizens in shaping policies, lead to greater for concern. In these circumstances policymakers would
accountability and improved local checks and balances. do well to postpone decentralization, or eschew ambitious
But as the above discussion of the potential for macroeco- strategies in favor of a more carefully staged or sectoral
nomic instability shows, government actions at the center approach. Decentralization might begin, for example,
can be undermined at the local level if there is no strong with certain priority areas such as education, health, or
pattern of fiscal restraint and if there are no enforceable infrastructure. Strong monitoring mechanisms could pro-
rules governing intergovernmental relations. In most fed- vide opportunities for learning and for gradually phasing
eralized systems effective checks and balances between lev- in new policies. Countries with greater capability at the
els of government have evolved over long periods. What central and the local levels have more options to choose
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from-but their preferences will vary. What may be * Where appropriate, states should work to ensure broad-
important in one country (say, decentralized service deliv- based public discussion and evaluation of key policy
ery) may not be desired (or desirable) in others. directions and priorities. At a minimum this means

making available information in the public interest and
Sat o n i g g e s establishing consultative mechanisms such as delibera-
and citizen tion councils and citizen committees to gather the
The evidence presented in this chapter has shown that views and preferences of affected groups.
improving the capability and effectiveness of the state rests * They should encourage, where feasible, the direct par-
with mechanisms to increase openness and transparency, ticipation of users and beneficiary groups in the design,
to strengthen incentives for participation in public affairs, implementation, and monitoring of local public goods
and, where appropriate, to bring government closer to the and services. And they should enhance the capacity and
people and communities it is meant to serve. Building efficiency of accountable local organizations and insti-
capability in this way will take time and careful attention tutions rather than replace them.
to the dangers: efforts to open up government to a broader * Where decentralized service delivery is considered desir-
array of needs and interests will not improve effectiveness able, states should adopt a carefully staged or sectoral
or accountability if they shut other groups further out. approach, beginning in priority areas such as health,
But the experience of governments the world over sug- education, or infrastructure. They should introduce
gests some clear starting points: strong monitoring mechanisms and make sure that

Table 7.4 Principles and best practices in grant design

Grant objective Principles of grant design Best practices Practices to avoid
Bridgineg fiscal gap Reassignment or Tis .ratr.eienr ir. Cnafl13 d Delicit grants

iesposbthltits; tUet T*er, as base Sriariii5 ir. Bra:il. T3,rJ%-taw sharing as in

levels c.f go.enmrnent Canada Pal Istan andl IrnrJia *rild Pakistan
Ta- aha7en;ent Sciirh Mr,,ca

Ts- b*ce sraring

RedU':rng regional fiscal General rornatcUinlg Fiscal e,dualzaric.n General re' enue shsrri;g

disoaritree ranls progranis in Au.istralia ,.r,g iiultrpe.lac tor

Fiscal capjacity eal,rl:al-rr C_anada3 anCi Germ an. lr:rrulas

transfer s

Comipensating foi benefit oDerverndedl nrnatClcng Ira'l sters ror teFaching

spillo:ers tranerS nll nmar:,nno hC.sitrals in S,cutll Arrrca

rate ccrsretert %,th,

estrirn.aed Sl)IlI.,ei

Seturng nationa3 n-irnir,uni Coniti,onal nrcmnrnatchirg Rc.Cads arid Orna., Coldirrnal trarr-.r. ,itr,

standards O,locl transfer; %vIt edtrcatror erint: in condirrons on sP;endwlia

cr:nroitrons on standarrs of Inror-esa aln re

ser ice acri ac c ess EtLi, atron transfers Iin Ad h,;i: raiuts
Coibr.,xia ani . CUhile

Influenrcing locar prioiries Opene endcaed matclling Mat,iching iranzsrers 'or Adi rioc:: grants
in areas of niigh natinal transfers th rvnali;nrng tociCI a-ssitac,e In

but lcivsIcal priority rate .arving rnrerclr vii:r, Car.g,da
local tisr:al capa"i:rh

Stabilizatrori Capital grans. pro. iect Lirited use of q:apital Staorlr2atrcn grants v.tf nri
nma,ntenance is possil:e grar,e in, erW curager,ert tilure ur&leer. requiren,ents

of prnale sector

parliirpalc-n inrc>uglr

guaraniees agelst politi.al
*and tri:po, riS,
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Table 7.5 Matching decentralization strategy to government capacity

Central govemment capacity
Local govemment
capaciy Low High
I-row CaJJo)Ls stc TralI.alor, Strateg, wiLh piICt Deconcentration of some priorlin ser%ices

[eslr,g

Delegation of some functions to NGOs and Delevation ot sonme functions to, NGOs and
com"nIun,1,es COOImunetles

alassive inItitutional stengthening al iJoll' Targeted strenigthening of local entties dluring
levels oDanicularls in puoli. finanrces (mnost Sub- rrancfer of resoonsohlilies Ce e.. Hurngar>
Sahar3n Arrican councriesi M\eNico. Tha;landi

Higr, Separatisr or sec:essionist tendenrces Delegation cr devr,ltrtion of lunctions accorring
to goverrmnienr tri,orntes anrd preferences as well

Delegation or ilevoluticn according ic priorities of as articulated needs (niost industrial couritriesi
eo%errner,ts le.g.. Sanr3 CrLz Pro,ince. Bo'iAa:
p3rts of former Soviet union

sound intergovernmental rules are in place to restrain gridlock or of capture by vocal interest groups. And if no
arbitrary action at the central and the local levels. clear-cut rules impose restraints on the different tiers of

* At the local level, states should focus on the processes government, and no incentives encourage local account-
and incentives for building accountability and compe- ability, the crisis of governance that now afflicts many
tition. Where local governments are weakly account- centralized governments will simply be passed down to
able and unresponsive, improving both horizontal ac- lower levels. However, as Part Four of this Report argues,
countability (to the public) and vertical accountability the obstacles on the path to reform of the state are not
(to the center) will be a vital first step toward achieving insurmountable. The first step toward bringing govern-
greater state capability. ment closer to people will be to make the objectives of

reform clearly intelligible to citizens and the business
Certain dangers are inherent in any strategy aimed at community. Efforts at communication and consensus

opening and decentralizing government. Expanded building will have a double benefit, increasing the support
opportunities for voice and participation increase the for reform as well as arming the government with a better
demands made on the state, which can increase the risk of sense of how to do it right.


